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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

In this section, an introduction to theWS-Iris database system and
motivation for the work is given.

1.1 WS-Iris

WS-Iris [Litwin-92] is amemory resident object oriented database
system written by Tore Rischat the Database Technology Depart-
ment, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories.

1.2 Reason & Goal

The aim of this project is to enhance WS-Iris with recovery functions,
which will be responsible for recovery after a crash.

The reason for building a recovery-system is to secure data storage in
the database. WS-Iris is a main memory resident database and thus
there is no database on the disk that is constantly updated. Benefits
thereby gained are tremendous at search and update time. The over-
head for handling data can be minimized compared to a disk-based
system. However, main memory is not stable memory, and the oper-
ating system is not stable. Crashes will occur, and information stored
in the computers memory will be lost forever. Data has to be saved
(backuped) elsewhere, and this is the primary concern of this work.
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The main causes for crashes are programming errors, operating sys-
temfaults and hardware failures. These failures often lead touncon-
trolled process termination. This work is focused on handling data
that has been committed to the database, and making that data persist-
ent.

1.3 Contents

Chapter 2 introduces the WS-Iris programming system. Aspects of
WS-Iris directly concerned with the problem aredescribed and exem-
plified.

Chapter 3 provides a short survey of well known methodsused in
research and commercial systems for recoveryprocessing.

In chapter 4 a specification is presented concerning therequirements
of the work and the purpose ofthe work.

Chapter 5 presents the chosen implementation andjustifies the design
decisions.

Chapter 6 evaluates theimplementation and the achieved results.
Possible improvements arealso briefly discussed.

A compiled list of technical terms used in this thesis may be found in
appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2 WS-Iris

This chapter describes functionality already present within theWS-
Iris system that are of use when implementing a Recovery System.
Further information about the Iris DBMS can be found inObject-Ori-
ented Concepts, Databases, and Applications [Fishman-87].

2.1 Internal Workings

WS-IRIS is written and optimized with memory residencyin mind. It
is implemented in C giving a special version of CommonLisp under
which Database Queries are executed usinga transformation into
ObjectLog that is interpreted by the Lisp.At the prototype stage,
WS-IRIS was entirely written in CommonLisp but has later been
migrated towards an implementation in C forreasons of efficiency,
the interactive parts are still writtenwith Lisp as a basis, however.

Since WS-IRIS partly is implemented in C, and partly implemented
in the Lisp that it implements, there is a powerful”foreign” function
interface utilities. This makes it possibleto implement OSQL (Object
Symbolic Query Language) and Lisp functions in C code.

OSQL is used as themain database query language, and it uses the
conceptsof types, objects, and functions.
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2.1.1 The self-contained Lisp

Lisp is good for prototyping and development ofa system. One rea-
son for not using C in this work, is thatdata is stored and created in
the Lisp and therefore must beaccessed using lisp primitives. This
would mean that the C-code would not be plain C.

So, since most structures and operators areeasily accessible from
Lisp, but only with effort from within C(one would effectively be
writing Lisp in C) there are clearlyadvantages of using Lisp for
implementation of algorithms.

2.1.2 Foreign functions

Foreign functions are used as a means of extendingthe Lisp/OSQL
language with various primitives, usually for interfacing tothe oper-
ating system and outside world. This is further explained in WS-Iris;
A Main Memory Object Oriented DBMS [Risch-92].

2.2 Image

The data area calledimage in the WS-IRiS system containsall of the
database and interfacing information for thedatabase implementa-
tion. When the image is stored on disk it iscalled a dump. When WS-
Iris is started, a dump (amos.dmp) is automatically loaded.

In WS-Iris there are functions for saving and loading a dump ofthe
database. These functions are available fromOSQL,Lisp as well as
from C. An important issue is theconsistency of the dump: a dump
should only be performed on acommitted database. This is ensured
when the routines arecalled from OSQL, but care has to be exercised
when they arecalled from Lisp. The dump also contains references to
foreignfunctions. These are relocated at load-time. Lisp functions
andvariables available at save-time are also contained in the dump.

2.3 Logging (Histories)

For logging purposes, there are history functionalitythat can be used.
The data stored by the history functionare undo and redo information
specific for current, non-committedtransactions. This information
can be used at commit-timefor creating a log.
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CHAPTER 3 Survey on Recovery

There has been quite a lot of work done in the database recovery area,
mainly because of the fact that most database system still are manag-
ing databases that resides on disk. Lately, however, there has been an
amount of research on MMRDB (Main Memory Resident Data-
Bases), and an identified problem is that of securing persistency. Dif-
ferent systems for research on a variety of recovery algorithms has
been written,Principles of Transaction-Oriented Database Recovery
[Haerder-83] contains interesting material on the area of Recovery.

3.1 Introduction

A MMRDB takes advantage of the residency fact, and can therefore
achieve astonishingly fast results for creating and searching data.
Also updates can be made at the same high-speed. But there is a prob-
lem, since the data is stored in main memory it can also be lost quite
easily. Therefore, in order to make sure that the changes made are
persistent, they are often saved onto disk.Persistency means that the
changes made to the database somehow can be recreated. It is often a
a requirement thatcommitted updates are persistent. The simplest
way of accomplishing this is by using a log-file on disk on which, at
each commit, the updates are written sequentially at the end.

Having a log-file is sufficient, but not very economical. The time used
for recreating the database, bringing it up-to-date using the log-file,
will be linear to the size of the file. Therefore different strategies has
been developed, calledCheckpointing strategies. The obvious optimi-
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zation is to try to keep a copy of the database image updated on disk.
Then the time used for recovery would be limited by the size of the
saved image. But then, keeping the image on disk updated would be
extremely time-wasting. In fact, the only thing achieved would be a
Main Memory Cashed DataBase, and much time would be spent on
trying to cluster connected data.

Many checkpointing schemes therefore make use of both an image-
file and a log-file, balancing somewhere inbetween the two extremes.

Checkpointing can be divided into two categories,monoplex and
duplex. Monoplex strategies maintain only one backup database.
Duplex strategies maintain two. Duplex strategies generally requires
more I/O for backup, but has the advantage of being safer with
respect to media failures since there are two backups. When using a
monoplex strategy consistent checkpoints can not be made, since, if a
current checkpoint can not complete, this may lead to an inconsistent
backup. Onlyfuzzy checkpoints can be used with monoplex backups
[Salem-90].

Upon designing a recovery system for a MMDBS one can note that
the only need for disk I/O is for backup/recovery purposes, and it can
therefore be tailored solely for the checkpointing. One observation is
that disk I/O on larger blocks is more efficient, thus the checkpointer
has to wait longer but that does not stop the application transaction
processing since the transactions are not dependent on completion of
data writes [Garcia-Molina-92].

3.2 Saved Images

As noted earlier, one important requirement of a database is that of
securingthe existence of a complete and consistent saved image.This
is important for persistency reasons. There are quitea lot of different
methods. A short survey of somewell known methods follows.

3.2.1 Ping-Pong (Duplex strategy)

”Ping-Pong-Ping-Pong-Fault-Serve-Pong-Ping-Pong-Ping”.This
can serve as an good description of the duplex strategysystem. Ping
and Pong relate to the saving of images attwo different places. Fault
relates to the uncontrolledprocess termination. Serve relates to the
recovery process.
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The idea is that images are saved at two alternating places,and
between the alternating savings logging is done ofall changes made
to the database. The saving of a new image could for example be trig-
geredat a certain time interval or by the size of the log. Usually sav-
ing is started at well-defined moments such asat commit-time. In
case of an crash, when the current image is not successfully saved,
the previous alternative image can be used. This always ensures a
consistent image, in a simple way using duplication.

3.2.2 Fuzzy Checkpointing (Monoplex strategy)

System M [Salem-90] implements a variant of fuzzy checkpointing
that they call FUZZ.

This monoplex strategy starts with a mark in the log thata check-
pointing has been started. Thereafter the part of theimage that is
dirty, that is has been changed since lastcheckpoint is saved during
continued transaction processing. After all the dirty parts have been
saved on disk,information is recorded into the log that the Check-
pointingwas successfully completed.

The method is page-based and requires interceptance on each write or
update of a page for setting a dirty-bit. For efficiency this should be
supplied by hardware.

3.2.3 Black/White Checkpointing

This checkpointing strategy [Salem-90] is based on a schema that
saves all pages onto the disk. Pages marked dirty are written onto the
disk, processed in an unspecified order. After all pages have been
processed the transaction log is saved on disk, and now also holds
information about all pages that have been modified after being saved
onto the disk. Since there are no ordering constraints upon the page
saving, transaction processing can continue during the time the
backup is being made. However, there are some requirements that has
to be fulfilled, otherwise transactional consistency cannot be main-
tained. One of these is that no transaction may involve both pages
that have been saved and pages that have not. If so the transaction has
to be aborted.

Black/White checkpointing also requires the implementation of a
dirty-bit. Locking of single pages is required so that the saving of a
page is treated atomically.
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3.2.4 Copy-on-Update Checkpointing

In copy-on-update checkpointing [Salem-90], a fully consistent snap-
shot is maintained in memory. The checkpointing starts at a moment
where the database is consistent. Thereafter normal transaction
processing is allowed to continue. When a transaction updates a page
that has not yet been written onto disk it updates a copy of that page
while the original page is kept until it has been saved onto the disk.

Two problems can be identified. First, if a transaction’s updates span
over many pages, the entire database might have to be copied. Sec-
ond, initially one has to start in a consistent state, thus possibly wait-
ing for all transactions to complete and not allowing any new
transactions.

One advantage is that the checkpointing cannot cause transactions to
abort.

3.3 Logging

Another requirement is that of durability: once a transactionhas been
committed it must be guaranteed that the result isprotected from sys-
tem failures. This is usually doneby logging transactions and the data
that they modify. Differentstrategies are being used in different sys-
tems. The mostcommon strategy is to have some sort ofstable mem-
ory, oftenreferred to as nonvolatile memory. This is often oflimited
size and implemented by battery backuped CMOS RAM.

Logging can be implemented by storing old and new information,
also called undo and redo information. Abortion is then only a matter
of restoring old values in the reversed order.

There are several different levels that could be chosen for the actual
log-information. A change in the database can be described either
using information about theeffect of the change or theoperations
with operands. The effect is the actual change in the bit-pattern in the
memory, and the operations are more concerned with the semantics of
the update.

3.3.1 Physical Page Logging

Upon changes,the whole of the page with the changes applied is
saved in the log.This is a common method in disk-based commercial
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systems [Haerder-83]. Most systems that use this method has a page-
based memory handling system, with hardware support for detecting
writes to pages.

Clustering of data is almost a requirement of this method, since if
data is spread on many pages a simple update of the database could,
in the worst case, cause the whole database to be written onto the log.
Also, very small updates would cause at least a whole page to be
written onto disk which introduces more overhead than needed.

3.3.2 Physical Transition Page Logging

A more storage efficient method than physical page logging istransi-
tion ditto. It stores only the differences between theold and the new
page. This is really an exploitation of thebinary exclusive-or operator
(apply twice and you are back).

By viewing the difference as a bit string, when small changes are
involved, there will be lots of 0’s in it and there are well known meth-
ods for compressingsuch bitstrings.

This method is more an optimization of the Physical Page Logging
method, but as a sideeffect the requirement of clustering of data can
be relaxed.

3.3.3 Transition Access logging

In transition access logging, logging is done on entries ofstorage
structures. Operations are typically adding, deletingand replacing.
This kind of logging is often ruled out because of the requirements of
an indirect scheme [Haerder-83], but is a more attractive approach on
the next higher level.

3.3.4 Logical Logging on Recordlevel

At the Logical Logging level, updates of the database willbe a com-
position of updates of tuples or records. That means thatonly the
operations (Insert, Update and Delete) and theirrespective data is
written to the log. Undoing operationsfrom the log is then a matter of
using the reverse operationfor each log entry. This is a very storage
efficient method [Haerder-83].

In this case clustering of data is not required.
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CHAPTER 4 Requirements

There are several methods and several different safety levels thatcan
be used in design of a recovery system. The main objectiveis to be
able to recover after incorrect database program termination.

This work has the following short specification:

• Ping-pong

• Do image-save in background

• Several ways of triggering image-saving

• Logging

• Readable log-file

• Optional background log-save

4.1 Important Facts

Some requirements and properties regarding WS-Iris limits the possi-
ble solutions. They are:

• Object Oriented Memory Manager.

• Main Memory Residency.

• Histories with new and old information of atomic operations.

• Portability.

• No concurrent transactions in WS-Iris.

• HP/Sun-Unix: fork uses copy-on-write.

• Kernel source for WS-Iris not fully available.
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• Research system, exploring functionality

The object memory manager does not cluster data and thus lets the
queries and updates fully make use of the main memory residency. A
history is kept for abort implementation. The history list contains
atomic actions that has been executed in the current transaction. Old
and new information is stored efficiently using pointers.

The system is currently available for HP and SUN workstations, thus
eliminating the use of any specific hardware architecture features
such as nonvolatile memory. The only feature that can and should be
used is that of sharing memory between two executing processes
using the unix commandfork. Fork on HP-unix (and recently imple-
mented on) SUN-unix usescopy-on-write, thus enabling efficient
snapshots to be made.

Since the source code of the WS-Iris kernel is not available, the types
of changes that can be made to the WS-Iris system, on for instance
the Memory Manager level, are limited.

4.2 Main idea

Nearly all approaches in research and implementations in the area of
crash recovery for databases are based on the concepts of an image
and a log. The image holds asnapshot of the database. The log holds
information about updates to the database that would haveto be
applied to the snapshot in order to update it to thecurrent state, in the
event of a crash. Variations on the themeof logging are mostly on
how the log physically is materialized.

The prime concern of variants on the image-and-log-method is effi-
ciency, either that of disk-activityminimization or that of recovery
time minimizations.

4.2.1 Image

The goal of a recovery system is that there should bea consistent
image available for restarting, eitherdirectly or indirectly, by means
of some sort of log.
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Incremental updating

A simple approach would be that of updating the savedimage via
some scheme. A variant of this was implementedby Levy [Levy-92].
One drawback with this, however, is thatwhile this methods mini-
mizes the log, updating has to be donein place. When this is consid-
ered, one realizes that it willbe heavy on the positioning side, data
will almost for certainbe scattered all over the image and thus also in
the file.Surely there are functions in most operating system thatopti-
mizes disk-access order but these will choke onexcessive amount of
small updates.

Incremental recovery

During recovery it is difficult to avoid having to load the image.
There are, however, different methods used in page-based systemfor
delaying loading of pages in order to minimize the downtime,thus
enabling transaction processing to be started before theentire data-
base has been restored.This requires some way of detecting refer-
ences tospecific pages, namely the not yet loaded ones that reside on
disk. It is really a paging system that in some way bypasses ordupli-
cates the work done by a virtual memory manager. In WS-Iris this
can not conveniently be implemented sinceWS-Iris totally lacks an
intermediate level that could catchthese references.

Operating System Support

In most modern implementations ofUnix, there are some way to map
files into memory and this could be used as a basis for an incremental
recovery, letting the operating system load the parts of the file when
they are requested. It is also often possible to share memory between
different processes.

Incremental Recovery in WS-Iris?

Incremental recovery are of high importance when dealing withreal-
time database systems. In WS-Iris, however, implementing such a
schema, would requirean amount of work that possibly involve
rewriting a considerableamount of code concerning the internal
workings in the databasemanager. Because of the fact that the inter-
nalengine implementationcode is not available to the research group,
this wouldmean that the entire WS-Iris engine would have to be
rewritten from scratch.
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4.2.2 Logging

Logs contain information that can be applied toa stored image bring-
ing the database to thestate it had at the same time as the log informa-
tion wasrecorded.

There are no special constraints on the physical representationof the
log, thought there are benefits, e.g. for educationalpurposes, if the
log is man-readable. If data is to be understandable specially encoded
information should also be written more human friendly. This can for
example be achieved by allowing textual comments.

The size of the log is significant, since, at a highupdate rate, a huge
log quickly will be generated.The size, however, could be signifi-
cantly compressedsince some of the data items stored in it are
repeated multiple times.

4.3 Conclusions

The major aspects of programming, when extending WS-Iris, are
thoseof functionality, readability, and simplicity. A highly-optimized
system is of less importance. However, considered optimizations will
be pointed out, thereby allowingextensions for efficiency.

The conclusions for implementation are those of simplicity and porta-
bility, whilst the use of specific methods for memory mapped files or
process shared memory would at this time not be a portablesolution
and therefore involve too much work. Therefore neitherof incremen-
tal updating nor incremental recovery are implemented.

Concerning the log materialization, readability and the size criteria
are somewhatmutually exclusive. It would be preferable to use some
well-known text compressingalgorithm/program as a filter in order to
be portable andreadable. Compressing is more of an optimizing mat-
ter than of a functional matter.
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CHAPTER 5 Implementation

In this chapter the implementation of the transaction logging and
recovery system is described in detail. The first parts contains infor-
mation directly concerned with the transactionlogging and image
handling and recovery. The last partcontains some information about
extensions of WS-IRIS found necessaryfor implementation of recov-
ery.

5.1 Symbols

Throughout this chapter some symbols will be used for visualizing
the algorithms, hopefully giving a better understanding of the possi-
bilities of the implementation using different options. The vertical
axis is a time-axis thus giving us the interpretation that the a imagined
horizontal line represents the same moment and a line below some
other line represents a later moment.
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FIGURE  1 A vertical line represent execution of a process. An arc bursting out on either side
represent a process creation (using unix’s fork system call for example).

FIGURE  2 A short horizontal line represents Commit. This can be combined with other symbols
as in the figure on the right where a fork is done at commit-time.

FIGURE  3 A circle represents the start of a log flush to stable storage (usually disk), and a filled
ditto represents that all of the log has been flushed. On the right side Fork and
Commit occur at the same time as a log flush (both start&finish). This means that at
commit the log is flushed and then a fork is done.

Process Fork

Commit Fork@
Commit

Log save start

Log save finished
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FIGURE  4 A white box represents the start of saving the image (a snapshot), and a filled box
indicates that the saving operation is completed. In the right figure a process is
forked. The process can be said to contain a snapshot of the parent process at the
time of the fork. The child (forked) process saves the image and terminates when
finished.

FIGURE  5 An arrow in direction towards an process represents a signal delivered to the
process. On the right a forked child informs the parent of something using a signal.

5.2 Building a Recovery System

Using the above defined graphical language, the implemented system
is explained. To begin with, simple strategies are explained leading,
in the end, to the full implementation containing all optional features.

The simplest solution, i.e. not using any stored image at all, goes to
the extreme of having a log only, ranging from the start to the current
moment with every change of the database is saved into it. During the
commit-phase redo-information is flushed onto a log-file. This is
illustrated in Figure6. The drawback with this method is that, at
recovery-time, every action, from the beginning of the log has to be
redone. Time used for recovery is proportional to the log size.

Image dump started

Image dumping finished
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The other extreme is to save a snapshot into an image on disk. This
requires time proportional to the size of the image. Recovery is as fast
as loading the image, the used time is in some sense invariant. Since
the saving of the image requires a certain amount of time this would
in an ordinary system stop processing. If we, however, could do this
in parallel we would gain in availability of our system, only recovery
time would remain. This is the current method used in WS-IRIS, but
it is in no way automatic: at commit the user gives an extra argument
that tells the system to fork a child process that saves the image onto a
file, a sort of no-wait save-image. These two variants are also shown
in Figure6.

FIGURE  6 The left figure shows logging to the extreme, the middle uses only image-saving.
The third uses save in a forked snapshot of the process.

This is, however, not a satisfying solution since we cannot allow
committed transactions to be lost, as would be the case in these solu-
tions. Both strategies have to be combined. The easiest solution is to
flush the log at each commit and also check at commit time if save-

WS-IRIS
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image has completed and if so fork a new save-image. Semaphores
are used for communication and synchronisation. Figure7 shows the
solution using the defined symbols.

FIGURE  7 This figure combines logging on commit and fork on save-image.

This solution satisfies the transaction persistency criteria. Recovery
would be rather easy using the latest fully completed saved image and
the transaction log for the transactions that occurred after the image
was saved.

There are, arguably, certain weaknesses. First, if the transaction com-
mitment frequently occurred in the same interval as in which the
image is saved, we would save a new image at each commit. This
would lead to a constant load on disk I/O, even though we hardly
update the information. Second, if there are a big number of transac-
tions during the time used for saving one image, very much time
would be spent on waiting for the redo-information (log) to be
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flushed onto disk. This would compete with the current ongoing
image-writing process for the sequential disk-writes.

Therefore different actions can be taken at commit-time. These are
mainly concerned with blocking (waiting) and non-blocking (non-
waiting) for completion of either image-save operation or log-save
operation.

Dif ferent actions

a) Flush all pending log data (wait log-save).

b) Save image (wait image-save).

c) Save image in a background process (non-wait image-save).

d) Background delayed log-save.

All combinations of the four options can be set at different commit
points, some, however, are only interesting at termination. They are
executed in the same order as listed above. Noticeable is that a) guar-
antees persistency, b) selects fast recovery point, c) ensures overall
decent recovery, and d) enables a very fast non-blocking execution,
but since the log is not flushed some of the latest transaction can be
lost.

Interesting combinations are

a+b: gives us persistence and a fast recovery point but is very slow at
commit.

a+c: gives us persistence and overall decent recovery.

c+d: gives us a higher transaction rate, but with a less strict persist-
ency fulfilment.

c: gives us a high transaction rate, but sacrifices on the persistency.

a+b: should be used at termination of system execution.

5.3 Language

In implementing algorithms and developing a system thereare clearly
benefits gained by using an interpretedlanguage: debugging is more
interactive, code can easilybe changed, variables can easily be writ-
ten out. All this withouthavingto write specific code for debugging.
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5.3.1 Datatypes - Lisp

The case in WS-IRIS is that most datatypes are easily accessiblefrom
within the Lisp, whilst, when using some ordinary imperativelan-
guage, such as C, the source code structure would suffer from using
datatypes not created for use from C.

5.3.2 C language - Operating system interface

The language C, however, is a perfect language for interfacingof
operating system functions. C is also a goodalternative when speed is
required.

5.4 Storage-system

The storage-system is transparent to the user once it is set up. It is
responsible for automatic recovery when the system is started.

The storage-system is either started manually from inside WS-IRIS
by the user, or automatically when WS-IRIS is started. In the first
case the user initiates the storage-system, in the other it is started
indirectly by a stored image. The storage-system-code is partially
part of the image in the database, and is therefore capable of recover-
ing itself!

The transaction logging system is built up from two logically distinct
parts, namely the image-handling part and the log-handling part.
These parts are glued together to a powerful storage-system. On this
level the concern is on the total system and it’s workings.

The steps that is used for the start of the storage-system is as follows:

1. Store parameters

2. Load image

3. Disable storage-system

4. Image recover using logs

5. Set up the storage-system

6. Restart the processes

The different parts are discussed in detail below.
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1) Store parameters

This stage is only relevant when the user initializes the storage-sys-
tem with new parameters or a new image. It stores the parameters
concerning the recovery system outside the database image since the
current image is removed when a new image is loaded.

2) Load image

If the default image exists, then it is loaded. This name is a symbolic
link to the latest saved image. A rollback is done on the last transac-
tion that was not completed when the image was saved. This transac-
tion, if it was committed, resides in the first log.

3) Disable storage-system

The storage-system is then temporarily disabled, since the applicance
of the log should not save images or create a log.

4) Image recover using logs

The two logs are loaded and applied in the appropriate order. The first
log contains all transactions that where executed after the point where
the save of the loaded image was started. The other log exists only if
an image-save was started but not correctly completed.

Now we are back to the same state the database had just before the
process was terminated, in the respect of committed transactions.

5) Set up the storage-system

The storage-system is now being set up. Either the parameters given
by the user are used, if present, or the parameters that resides in the
loaded image. With respect to the storage-system, it is working at the
same place it was left.

6) Restart the processes

A list of actions can be performed automatically after the database
has been restored. It could, in the case of a distributed database envi-
ronment, be reconnecting to, or restarting other processes.
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5.5 Image

For simplicity and portability (see CHAPTER 4), the Ping-Pong
scheme has been chosen. Improvements done arethose of asynchro-
nous saving of the image.

5.5.1 Improvements

Improvementson the traditional implementation of the Ping-Pong
strategy eliminates the fact thatthe database process is busy while
scanning the database forwriting. The time used for writing is pro-
portional to the sizeof the database. This is a serious drawback, but
can on mostmodern system be efficiently eliminated by usingCopy-
On-Write on a spawned process that shares the memory used by the
first database process.

Advantage

Transaction processing can be resumed directly after thefork com-
mand, and normally, when not to many changes arescattered around
to much, the overhead would benegligible.

Disadvantage

The copy-on-write method may however be somewhat insecure,
because there is always the possibility that,in the worst case, the
whole of the memory of the process would be modified and thereby
also copied.Safety could be improved by tuning the machine’s vir-
tual memorycapacity.

Another possible problem can occur due to the automatic growing
image. In WS-IRIS the image grows by 25% when the image is full.
It uses the Unix system callrealloc, and no guarantees are made con-
cerning the position of the allocated memory. So it could move
around causing free blocks that are of no usage, and possible wasting
of virtual memory. Also, if a growth of an image occurs while there is
a forked process, there might be two different sized images that has to
reside the image and start a new one, relying on the recovery system
logging.
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5.5.2 Algorithm

The algorithm could be seen as an interleaved process where the
numbered stages occur in the given order interleaved with normal
database processing. The main idea is to save the image by creating a
background process at commit-time. Synchronization is implemented
using semaphores, these prohibit several ongoing image-saving proc-
esses. The ping-pong schema writes to two alternative images, one at
a time. When an image has been saved successfully a symbolic link
in the filesystem is updated to point out the last correctly saved
image.

The schema is quite straightforward:

1. Want to save

2. Synchronize — Wait for pending children

3. Initiate a new image-version

4. Fork — create a new child

5. Dump snapshot

6. Exit

The different stages are explained more in detail below.

1) Want to save

At this stage we register a need of saving, a flagis set indicating the
demand of save. Then we enterthe synchronisation stage at commit-
time. The flag can be set at any time.

2) Synchronize — Wait for pending children

Since quite a lot of the pages might have been copied, it is desirable
not to start another forked processbefore the previous one has exited.
If we allowed severalchildren they would be competing forthe
sequential disk write operation. Thereforewe have to delay the fork
operation.

We await the status from the child that is given at itstermination. This
status ensures that there is no forkedchild about to save the image
and we can therefore start a new child.

3) Initiate a new image-version

Change variables containing information about the generation of the
image.
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4) Fork — Create child

A snapshot should be made consistent. This isin WS-IRIS secured by
means of image-loading, since the load commanddoes a Rollback
after a successful load operation. So it is not required that fork (a
snapshot) is made at commit-time since it is cleaned up later.

The process is virtually copied (descriptors for memory is copied,on
write the page is copied) [Sun92Man]. This is a quite fast operation.
The child process could be said to be a snapshot of the parentprocess.

Meanwhile transaction processing continues in the parent process.

5) Dump snapshot

The child copies the image (snapshot) onto disk. After the image is
successfully written, the link to the snapshot to be used for recovery
is updated.

6) Exit

The child exits. At this point the child process could bethe owner of
all the pages that originally belongedto the parent if the parent proc-
ess has been updatingdata covering all pages, these pages are now
freed. The parent is informed with semaphores that the process has
finished.

Note: There is actually one more possibility that all pages belong to
the child, this can occur when the data-image has been resized. The
resizing process is not always efficiently implemented on all systems.
For example, realloc on Sun always moves memory but on HP-UX it
is only expanded if possible.

5.5.3 Options

Using the flag mentioned above under1), one can register a demand
at any time. This is automatically used if one sets the time-interval,
then this flag will be set with the given interval, and automatic image-
saving will occur. Other triggers can easily be implemented to regis-
ter the demand of image-save.

There is an option: not letting the database processing continue
before all of the image has been successfully saved onto disk. This is
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achieved by giving a special parameter to the COMMIT command
indicating that it should ‘flush’ it all to disk and wait for completion.

5.6 Logging

The implementation of logging also uses a relatively straightforward
algorithm.

5.6.1 Improvements

Improvements done concern searching in the log andan optional
asynchronously save operation.

Advantage

Most implementations studied for this report have one log, which
makes it necessary to search for the transactions that are to berolled-
forward (redone). In WS-IRIS there is onlyone on-going transaction
at a given moment, thusall of the transactions committed after a
given momenthave to be redone, and only one transaction has to be
undone, namely the one not completed. This can however betotally
ignored in WS-IRIS since the rollin operationautomatically does a
rollback of any uncommittedtransaction.

As an option, the saving of the log can be donein a forked process,
much in the same way asfor the image.

Disadvantage

The worst case here is when we save a snapshot of an imageafter a
transaction has been started. This uncompletedtransaction will defi-
nitely be undone and then atapplication of the log, it will be redone
again together withall succeeding committed transactions.

Again, when using the fork option the image could grow very large.
This has to be tuned with themachine setup.

5.6.2 Algorithm

The outline of the automatic algorithm is very much the same as for
Image saving:

1. Collect Commit Redo/Undo data
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2. Synchronize— Wait for pending children/data.

3. Fork— Create Child.

4. Flush the log

5. Exit

1) Collect Commit Redo/Undo data.

At this stage we collect data at commit-time. Thisdata serves as an
indication of the need to save. The informationstored onto the queue
is redo and undo information. Then we enter the next stage.

2) Synchronize — W ait for pending children/data.

If we use the optional asynchronous approach, we haveto wait for
termination of any pending child thatwrites log information. The rea-
son for this is that we might only handle partial data belonging to the
transaction, and thisdata has to be written in sequence onto the same
file.

The synchronisation uses to a large extent the same approach as that
of fork-image-save-synchronisation. But there is one importantdif-
ference that holds for the log information, and that is thatit should be
flushed as soon as possible onto stable storage(i.e. disk) in order to
maintain the property of persistence.

3) Fork— Create Child.

This stage is only interesting in the asynchronous approach.

Since we let the child take care of all of the collected log datawe can
clear the internal log and continue directly withtransaction process-
ing.

4) Flush the Log.

The process (child in the asynchronous approach) writes thedata
sequentially onto a disk file. After the data has beenflushed we can
clear the log. This is not done by thechild since the data in the child
process is no longer of any use.

5) Exit

The child informs the parent process on exit by using a semaphore,
indicating that the write operation is complete.
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At this point we could, as for the image-saving process, bethe only
holder of all the original data pages for the image,but this again
requires a tuning of the machines virtual memory.

5.6.3 Options

The main option is that of the size of the log. By initializing the sys-
tem giving the maximum size of the log-file, the system automati-
cally saves a new snapshot when it reach the limit, thus enabling us to
cut the recovery time. The size must, however, be tuned against the
time used for an image-recovery and the loss of time for saving the
new image.

One can use an special option to let the saving of the log-information
to be done in a background process. This enables a fast non-blocking
transactions system for long transactions. This also, regretfully,
means, that after the commit statement returned, we can not be sure
that it has been successfully logged onto disk, but we know that we
do not stop transaction processing. In the opposite case, when we
have many but small transactions, we could also benefit from using
this option

5.7 Recovery

Recovery is essentially about trying to restore the database to a well-
defined state where all committed transactions have been applied.

Usually when doing recovery, one loads the latest image and searches
the logfile for the position equal in time for the start of save of the last
completely saved image. Then one scans forward redoing the com-
mitted transactions and undoing the non-committed transactions from
the log-file.

5.7.1 Improvements

Having only one file for the log seems to be the main idea in most
papers, usually one says something like ‘searching a suffix of the
log’. This is however mostly an abstract way of reasoning. It is not a
good way of implementing, the scheme that I have devised is to start
one new physical log-file at each image-save.
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Advantage

By using two log files we always know which one to load first and
which one to eventually load second. The first one is the one started
at the same time as the last successfully saved image was started.
This log reflects all transactions after the point of starting the image
saving. The second log-file exists only if a new image-save was initi-
ated but not yet successfully completed. After a new image has been
saved it is marked as thecurrent image and its log-file is made the
first to redo. No second log-file exists at this moment. This means that
we do not have to search for the start of the log in order to do a redo
operation.

Disadvantage

The use of the ping-pong checkpointing scheme uses two log-files
and two image-files. The way used to indicate what is the last suc-
cessfully saved images and which log-files to load is depending on
the creation of links to the appropriate files. This can cause trouble
since these operations (unlink/link) used in a group can not in an easy
way be made atomic.

5.7.2 Algorithm for handling files

The algorithm has two stages, these are put as a wrapper around the
saving of the new image. The first is done directly before starting the
saving of a new image, and the second stage directly after the save
operation successfully has been completed.

First stage

A new image-name is calculated. If last image was saved with the
‘ping’ suffix the new is to be saved with the ‘pong’ suffix, or the other
way around. If a log-file exists with the name of the new image file
with the ‘log’ suffix then it is old and therefore deleted. A symbolic
link is set up so that the file becomes ‘amos.log.second’.

Inbetween stages

After the first stage the new image is saved, and directly after that on
successful operation the second stage is entered.
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Second stage

Symbolic links are deleted (’amos.dmp’, ‘amos.log.first’, ‘amos.log.-
second’) and a new link (’amos.dmp’) is set up for the new image and
one link (’amos.log.first’) for the corresponding log-file.

5.7.3 Algorithm for Recovery

The implemented recovery algorithm is quite simple.

Load Image

Load the default image-dump file, i.e. load the file that the symbolic
link points to. After loading, the control is dispatched automatically
to a continued recovery, since this code resides inside the loaded
image.

Rollback

Since an image can be saved in the middle of a transaction, one
would normally need to do a rollback of the uncommitted transac-
tions. However, this is already done by the WS-Iris rollin command.
The transaction concerned has eventually later been committed (after
the image-save was started) and is then in the log.

Apply Log

Load and apply the first log-file, and then the second log-file if it
exists. Application of the log is done on per transaction basis, which
means that a transaction is first read in and if an endmark for that
transaction is found, then applied. If an error occurs during the roll-
back that transaction is aborted.

Restart of Recovery System

After the database has been recovered, the recovery system is auto-
matically restarted.

5.7.4 Lisp Extensions

To be able to handle the data and processes, extensions to the lisp had
to be made in various areas. Most of the extensions are general and
implement interface to operating system functionality. The different
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extensions have been written as stand-alone packages that can be
used both from lisp and lisp-c.

Log/History

In order to write the history events onto a file/stream, a new function
that quotes strings, had to be programmed, since the existing could
not handle writing to a stream using the princflag.

Processes

The original rudimentary processhandling WS-IRIS has been
extended. Primitives for creating processes and giving information
have been added. None information whatsoever about success on
forking or execution was given. The new process handling has primi-
tives that very much resembles the Unix processhandling primitives,
but it tries to add some level of abstraction. There are functions for
asking for process identifiers (pid) and waiting for a process termina-
tion in either wait or non-wait mode, asking status of active or fin-
ished processes.

Also, in this package, functions for signalling between processes can
be found. One can register callback functions in lisp that are to be
called, when safe, at a certain interrupt (Unix-signal). Signals can be
sent to other processes. A queue of interrupts is managed and they are
processed in the order they occurred.

The old interrupt catching system in WS-IRIS has been rewritten to
use this package. This gives more flexibility.

Semaphores

For handling resources and for synchronising the different processes
a semaphore package has been implemented. The semaphore alloca-
tion and initialization is done in a high level lisp-function. Functions
are available for asking for the value of a semaphore or number of
processes waiting or signalling.

Time

A mark is written in the log at the start and at the end of each transac-
tion. The mark includes a GMT-time encoded as an integer. The start
and end marks have to match for each transaction. This package has
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functions for asking the GMT value from the operating system and
also for converting it into a readable string for the current time-zone.

Arrays

An arraytype in WS-IRIS is normally not printed, only the id of the
array is printed. In the history-log arrays occur. The lisp system must
therefore be able to write and read arrays in a character-readable for-
mat. This is accomplished by adding a new print-function for the
array-type. The value is written in a way that easily can be read into
the lisp-system using the ordinary reader.

OID

The WS-IRIS system can write Object IDentity numbers (OID), but
lacks support for reading them. A simple reader has been imple-
mented that reads an OID and returns the real object. It is patched
into the system.

Image-handling

The WS-IRIS system has functions for saving and loading images,
but it lacked support for automatic restart. Functions has been added
that are called after an image has been successfully loaded. These
lisp-functions resides in the image. Extra functions can dynamically
be added.

C-Items

C-Items is only two small functions, one that stores lisp-values in c-
variables, and one that returns them. This is used to temporarily store
lisp-data (recovery parameters) at the start of recovery so that they
are available after the rollin operation, which disposes of the current
image and thereby also all lisp-variables.

Trace

A simple function tracer package was written for debugging pur-
poses. Function names, parameters and results are displayed in a
structured manner.
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CHAPTER 6 Evaluation

This chapter contains a short study of the resulting work andsome
suggestions for possible improvements and changes to the storage-
system.

Tests have been performed on ‘clean’ workstations, where no other
user was active, in order to minimize virtual memory usage and
thereby eliminating swapping, so that WS-IRIS could benefit from
the main memory residency fact.

6.1 Testing method

The tests have been performed using a modified version of a program
written by Joakim Näs in his master thesis [Näs-93]. The program
uses random generators, but with the same seed all the time, thereby
making reproduction possible. Each run creates the same type of
process and they can therefore be compared.

The program simulates a simple database containing some objects,
such as persons, students and employees. First an initial set of
employees and students are created. Then the ‘simulation’ starts, add-
ing data to a stored function that contains courses taken by the stu-
dents. Occasionally new students are added.

The figures shown contain only an approximated average value.
What is interesting is that the values between different runs with the
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same configuration yields almost the same value, variations are about
2 on 600, depending on the load on that computer.

The parameters have been varied in order to identify how much over-
head the different options incur. The identified parts that are of inter-
est are:

• cpu-time

• time used for image-storage in background

• time used for log-storage at each commit

• recovery-time

6.2 The tests

Each run does 10000 subtransactions, generating exactly 965 com-
mits! A log that would hold all of these generated updates would have
a size of 2MB. The image created is about 2MB.

TABLE  1 This table contains runs from a Sun-4 ELC workstation.

TABLE  2 This table contains runs from an HP9000 workstation.

Test Time[s] Main[%] Child[%]

No disk-I/O 590 90

Storage Image&Log -> 18# 870 60-40 1-5

Storage Log only -> 2MB 760 70-80

Recovery Log (2MB) 214 80-90

Storage Image -> 34# 729 90-80 1-5

Storage Image, 2 mins -> 6#610 90 1-5

Test Time[s] Main[%] Child[%]

No disk-I/O 204 99

Storage Image&Log -> 16# 340 60-80 1-4

Storage Log only -> 2MB 304 70-80

Recovery Log (2MB) 74 90

Storage Image -> 15# 230 90 1-4

Storage Image, 2 mins -> 2#210 90-98 1-5
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In Table1 the results are shown for a Sun-4 ELC workstation, and in
Table2 the results for HP9000 workstation. Numbers in theTest col-
umn in the tables followed by an hash-symbol (#) are number of
images saved. TheMain andChild shows % CPU-usage.

From the tables one can see that the HP workstation is significantly
faster than the Sun workstation. The HP therefore saves fewer
images, since it executed faster. In Table3 the derived information is
shown.

TABLE  3 Calculated information from Table 1 and Table 2.

From this an approximate formula may be set up:

TInternal + TLog + NImages ⋅ TImage ≈ TStorage (EQ 1)

(Sun:) 590 + 170 + 34 ⋅ 4 = 896 (870) (EQ 2)

(HP:) 204 + 100 + 15 ⋅ 2 = 334 (340), (EQ 3)

whereTInternal is time used for internal processing in WS-IRIS, TLog is
the time overhead used for logging onto disk,NImages is the number of
images that were written onto disk, andTImage is the time overhead for
saving an image.TStorage is the time for the total processing depending
on the variables.

The values in parentheses are the expected (actual) values ofTStorage.
These can be found in table 1 and table 2 on theStorage Image&Log
row. The calculated values differ +3%(HP) and -2% (Sun) from the
expected values. A formula for the Recovery time (TRecover), where

Factor Sun [s] HP [s] % CPU

Internal-processing 590 204 90—99

Log-saving 170 100

Images 34@Sun, 15@HP 139 26 1—5

Images, 6@Sun, 2@HP 20 6 1—5

AMOS overhead, 1 image 4 2

Recovery, 2MB 9 KB/s 27 KB/s 90 %
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SLog is the size of the log,VLog is the speed that the log is written onto
the disk, andTLoad is the time to load an image, can now be written:

TRecover ≈ TLoad + SLog / VLog (EQ 4)

From this the size of the log may be calculated:

SLog ≈ VLog⋅(TRecover − TLoad). (EQ 5)

This gives a function that gives the size of the log for a certain recov-
ery time. By tuning the size of the log the recovery time can be opti-
mized (zero log gives minimal recovery time). But that would require
the system to continuously save a new image as often as possible.
That would not be particularly efficient since there would be a con-
stant overhead. Therefore, it is important to choose the maximal log
size not to make too much overhead at recovery time. Actually the
time used to load and apply the log should be less than the time used
for loading an image.

SettingSLog /VLog less than TLoad and having that TLoad = SImage / VIm-

age, whereSImage is the size of the image andVImage is the speed of
loading the image, the result is:

SImage < SImage ⋅ VLog / VImage . (EQ 6)

Since image processing requires less overhead it is natural to assume
thatVImage > VLog giving:

SLog << SImage . (EQ 7)

A practicalrule of the thumb is to set the maximum log size to be a
tenth of the size of the image.

6.3 Possible Improvements

Image handling

Possible problems concerning the image is the growth as mentioned
in section 5.5.1 Improvements.

One possible solution is to wait for the forked process to finish before
reallocating. Another solution is to allocate in advance so that the
image is big-enough, in reality having a statically allocated image. A
third more interesting strategy would be to kill the process that saves
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the image and start a new one, relying on the recovery system log-
ging.

Compressing Log Data

Studying the log file, one realizes that there are duplicates of data
written on to the log. The log is written in plain text and therefore
does not contain any identity of lists, strings or arrays. These are allo-
cated each time they are used, thereby introducing some storage over-
head in the database. One could check, when allocating a new string
if this string already exists, and if so reuse it. This assumes that the
strings cannot be changed. This would be very much like symbols
reusage and identity. But as with strings, lists and arrays have their
identity in what they store and the checks for finding a possible iden-
tical list or array (as in lisp equal) would have to traverse all of its ele-
ments.

More promising is to use coding compression, that is, a more com-
pact storage format than the textual representation of the data.

Removing Undo Information

The log currently contains both redo and undo data. The loading time
could possibly be reduced somewhat by removing the undo data. The
biggest gain would be not having to allocate storage space for the
data structures that are stored in the undo data since this data is not
used and thereby soon deallocated. The removal of the undo informa-
tion would currently be legal since only committed transactions are
written out to the log. This would however not be true if log-opera-
tions were stored before they had been committed.

Configuration

The configuration process of the recovery system could be pro-
grammed to be adaptable and dynamical. When there is mostly long
transactions log could be saved in a background process, when there
are many small operations they could be grouped together and be
taken care of as if they were one long transaction. In both cases mini-
mizing the write overhead in the current process. The functionality
exists for background log saving, but setting these options can be
hard even for an expert, since information must be known about the
database usage and application and most likely the system should be
adoptable to the current system and transaction load.
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6.4 Software Engineering aspects

In order to do this work, information had to be gathered about the
WS-Iris system and a number of research reports that describes the
systemand its ancestors had to be read. Chats with the creator Tore
Risch has been enriching not only concerning the WS-IRIS system,
but also implementation details. The WS-IRIS system lacks collected
documentation about the internal workings. Bits and pieces are
spread over many research reports and documentation papers.

However, since WS-Iris was prototyped in Lisp and later migrated
towards an implementation in C for efficiency, parts in Lisp remains.
The reason for not migrating those parts is mainly because of the
small benefits that thereby would have been gained. Namely, these
lisp functions resides in the database-image as lisp-objects. Using the
pretty-printer, that every serious lisp interpreter should have, calls,
internal functionality and implementation could be studied.

By using sophisticated research methods (trial-and-error), knowledge
has been gathered about the necessary implementation details.

During thistime many papers has been read about similar systems
that implements recovery. Different strategies has been studied in the
search for ideas for a recovery system for WS-IRIS.

The requirements were identified, and high level support for operat-
ing systems functions was implemented. Experiments on image-han-
dling were done, thereby building up a safe system for handling
processes for background operations. Functions for handling the writ-
ing and reading of log-files required changes in low-level functions
for WS-Iris internal datatypes. Some bugs were found in the process
and these have been corrected.

Using these image- and log-handling routines a recovery system was
implemented, with support for fully automatic recovery at start-up.
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CHAPTER 7 Definitions

This chapter contains explanations of common words andconcepts
within OODB.

Object Orientation (OO)

From OO one should expect some sort of inheritence andencapsula-
tions of data and methods.

Object Oriented DataBase (OODB)

It is still in the definition stage, there is no distinctdefinition but one
should expect fullfilment of ObjectOrientation (OO).

Object Oriented Programming (OOP)

Programming using the concepts of Object encapsulationand well-
defined methods on Objects Data. It is a programmingstyle, not a
requirement of the language, but it helps.

Transaction

Changes such as adding or deleting data in a database.In a transac-
tional system one executes Commit and whenone regains control one
knows that ”to some extent” thechanges are permanent and accepted.

Log
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A log can be described as a infinite sequence, in one direction,of log
records that describes changes in the state of a database.Often stored
on a file.Contains also information aboutcommitted transactions.

Log Record

Contains information about where and what the changes were.

History

A history in WS-Iris is a list of atomic subactions within atransac-
tion. ROLLBACK undoes changes using history. COMMIT clears
histories.

ROLLBACK

Restores the state of the database to the state it hadbefore the transac-
tion was initiated, some sort of abort/undo.Histories and their
undo(old) information is used.

COMMIT

Executing COMMIT in the database ensures that the informationis
permanently stored and can not be ROLLBACKed (undone).If trans-
action logging is used the loggs new information issecured in some
way.

Image

The data area called ”image” in the WS-IRiS system containsall of
the database and interfacing information for thedatabase implemen-
tation.

Dump

An snapshot stored on disk is called an dump. A dump usuallyalso
has some ”relocation” information.

Snapshot

A snapshot is said to be taken when a image is copiedas an atomic
operation. Compare to the Unix fork operation.

Consistent
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When a database is in a well defined condition it is saidto be consist-
ent. There are no incomplete transactions.

Persistent

”Is stored.” That is it is permanently stored, changes arestored inbe-
tween successive runs of a program.

Consistent Image

An image with only commited data. And thereby consistent.

CheckPointing

Checkpointing is the collection and storing of informationin a ”safe”
way. It is used for limiting the numberof operations that has to be
REDOne after a crash.

Compare ”CheckPoint” in the military sense.CheckPoint Charlie in
Berlin was an example of a famous such.
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